ArcGIS Pro – An Introduction and Beyond
Instructor Mike Sweeney | Solution Engineer | ESRI
Sunday September 8, 2019 1 pm – 5 pm, Central Florida GIS Workshop
Must be registered for the Workshop to attend
In this 4 hour workshop, you will be introduced to ArcGIS Pro, its interface and advanced
capabilities. You will learn how to successfully make the transition from ArcMap as well has how to
take advantage of the advanced features of ArcGIS Pro.
This workshop is divided into 4 sections, as follows:
1. Introduction to ArcGIS Pro
Whether you have tried ArcGIS Pro or not, it is a bit different from what you are likely
used to. Learn how to navigate the ArcGIS Pro interface. See how Projects are
organized. Understand a number of the options that can be controlled to make ArcGIS
Pro work the way you want.
2. Making the Transition from ArcMap
You may be on old hand at ArcGIS Desktop and are now ready to make the transition to
ArcGIS Pro. We will walk through first steps you can take to start moving your work to
ArcGIS Pro. Let’s talk about the work you do and how to get over the hump of learning
and using this new application. There are a lot of resources for making this transition
and we want to make sure you are taking advantage of all of them.
Break
3. How do I do that in ArcGIS Pro?
So you can navigate yourself around ArcGIS Pro. You can replicate your existing
workflows from your ArcMap days. So what are you missing? What’s the big deal with
Pro anyways? Learn how to leverage what you already know about Pro with some
advanced discussion on editing, map production and geographic analysis.

4. Advanced Features of ArcGIS Pro
Finally, we will wrap up with a section on what are considered some of the most useful
and powerful features found only in ArcGIS Pro. For example:
 Learn how to take advantage of the Task feature in ArcGIS Pro
 Use Arcade for symbology, labeling and popup
 The Solution Deployment Tool
 Automation through Python and Jupiter Notebooks

